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CA IT Process Automation Manager (CA IT PAM) is one of many CA products that supports the use of CA 

Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) for managing authentication. When CA EEM is used, access 

policies are created in CA EEM and permissions defined in those policies. CA EEM also allows integration 

with external directory stores, namely Microsoft Active Directory, Novel eDirectory, SunOne Directory or 

Custom Mapping Directory, for authentication and authorization.   

If you choose to use CA EEM to manage authentication you will also need to consider the following: 

■ Is CA EEM failover required?  

Note: If failover is required and CA EEM is not available, then login to CA IT PAM will be not possible. 

■ If CA EEM failover is not required, how can the CA EEM Application Instance be backed up so that it 

can be easily ported to another server? 

■ How should CA EEM be configured to use an external directory? 

This document discusses several Best Practices for configuring CA EEM in a CA IT PAM environment and 

includes steps on how to: 

■ Implement CA EEM failover without using a physical cluster, such as Microsoft Cluster 

■ Setup DataStore Replication using the available resource kit 

■ Setup CA EEM Server failover using the resource kit 

■ Configure trusts between CA EEM servers 

■ Define trustedroots for CA EEM backend servers 

■ Create a CA IT PAM EEM Application Instance 

■ Backup a CA EEM Application Instance 

■ Configure CA EEM to use External Directory 

In CA IT PAM, multiple Orchestrators can be clustered for both failover and load balancing.  When one 

Orchestrator becomes too busy or is unavailable, another Orchestrator can seamlessly take its place, 

improving the processing efficiency and performance.  If CA IT PAM is configured to use CA EEM and the 

CA EEM server is not available, it will not be possible to login to CA IT PAM client. Since this would have a 

significant impact, it is important that CA EEM is configured as Highly Available. 

When CA EEM is used to manage authentication and authorization for CA IT PAM the following 

installation options are available: 
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■ Install CA EEM on a separate node or use an existing CA EEM implementation and configure each 

Orchestrator to use that particular instance of CA EEM   

■ Install CA EEM on multiple nodes, synchronize CA IT PAM EEM application data and implement CA 

EEM High Availability. 

■ Install CA EEM on one node and regularly export CA EEM CA IT PAM application data to a separate 

node so that, in case of failure, that data can be imported on a different server. This will require 

changes to the CA IT PAM EEM configuration and a restart of CA IT PAM Orchestrators. 

Note that the CA EEM failover method described in this document does not include implementation on a 

physical cluster, such as a Microsoft Cluster. Although you can use a Microsoft Cluster, you should note 

that not all CA EEM services can be added as clustered resources. You can define the iGateway service as 

a cluster resource and also configure the CA EEM datastore replication on all cluster nodes.  CA EEM 

Server failover, however, is not required as that will be provided by the physical cluster itself.   

Note: Beginning with r2.2, CA IT PAM allows you to specify multiple EEM Servers as part of the CA IT PAM 

EEM configuration.  If that configuration includes an EEM server that is shared with another EEM 

application that does not permit multiple EEM servers to be specified, then you should consider installing 

CA EEM on a physical cluster, such Microsoft Cluster Services. 

This document describes following two modes of failover:  

■ Data Store replication 

DataStore replication allows application data, such as the itpamadmin and itpamuser details, to be 

replicated and synchronized between multiple CA EEM Servers. This also applies to Global Users 

(users extracted from Active Directory) that have been assigned to application groups such as 

ITPAMAdmin. 

■ CA EEM Server failover 

CA EEM Server failover allows a backend server to takeover if the primary CA EEM Server is lost. This 

process does not require physical cluster. 

Users 

There are different two different types of “users”: 

■ Global users  

Global users are user IDs that can be shared across all applications registered with CA EEM – and are 

not exclusive to CA IT PAM. Typically, these are users that have been extracted from an external 

directory, such as Active Directory.  

■ Application users  

Application users are specific to CA IT PAM. They are not shared across other Application Instances. 

Application-specific user attributes are defined when creating an Application Instance. You can add a 

global user to an application group such as ITPamAdmin.   
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Note: If CA EEM is configured to use an external directory, Application users cannot be added. 

Application Groups, however, can be added to the Global users. 

CA EEM Application Instance 

CA EEM provides its services to the applications that are registered with it. When an application registers 

with CA EEM it creates an “Application Instance” that CA EEM uses to store user details, access policies, 

calendars and application-specific user groups and folders.   In the case of CA IT PAM that Application 

Instance is called “ITPAM”.  

Here you can see examples of several Application Instances registered to CA EEM: 

 

This example depicts the following instances: 

■ <Global>: Registered when CA EEM is installed. 

■ CAELM: CA Enterprise Log Manager (CA ELM) Application Instance registered when CA EEM is 

installed. 

■ SSA-SQLVIRTUAL:  CA Spectrum Service Assurance (CA Spectrum SA) Application Instance Name. The 

name does vary as it is a configurable option in CA Spectrum SA. 

■ ITPAM: CA IT PAM Application Instance Name 

■ Service Catalog: CA Service Catalog Application Instance Name. 

■ AIP – CA Spectrum Automation Manager Application Instance 

■ CAACM –CA Application Configuration Manager Instance 

■ Spectrum – CA Spectrum IM Application Instance 
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Note: Although CA Service Desk also supports authentication through CA EEM, it maintains its own 

contact table in its own database and, therefore, does not require Application Instance to be created for 

it. 

DataStore Replication 

DataStore replication allows application data to be synchronized between multiple CA EEM Servers. 

Application data typically includes policies, application groups, such as ITPAMadmins, and application 

users, such as ITPAMuser. The application groups and users are different from Global groups and users. 

Global groups and users, which typically come from Active Directory if CA EEM is configured to use 

external directories, are not replicated. However, if a Global user is part of an application group, such as 

ITPAMadmins, then that information will be replicated. 

Since DataStore replication replicates data that changes it is imperative that you synchronize the 

Application Instances before setting up Datastore Replication. Information on how to synchronize 

Application Instances between two CA EEM Servers is provided in Chapter 4: “Synchronizing CA EEM 

Application Instances” later in this guide. This step will only be necessary if you have decided to setup CA 

EEM Failover after making the security related configuration changes. 

The CA IT PAM EEM Application Instance must already exist on all CA EEM Servers that need to be 

synchronized. In a typical setup two CA EEM Server nodes should suffice. If the Datastore replication is 

already enabled and if you create a new Application Instance on one EEM Server, it will automatically 

create the same application instance on the other EEM Server and replicate its contents 

In the following example, two CA EEM Servers are defined for failover. Application data between these 

two servers will be replicated. 

 

External Active Directory

EEM Server
Node1

EEM Server
Node2

Replicate Application Data
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CA EEM Server Failover 

If CA EEM Server (Node1 in the following example) is not available, then applications such as CA IT PAM 

will not function unless CA EEM Server failover has been configured. As part of this configuration, a CA 

EEM backend server (Node2 in the following example) is specified. When the primary EEM server is not 

available or if the services are down, EEM requests are automatically routed to the backend server. With 

the DataStore replication enabled, the application data between the two servers will be synchronized. As 

a result, when the CA EEM server is switched from the primary to the backend server, the impact on the 

CA IT PAM application will be minimal. 

External Active Directory

EEM Server
Node 1

EEM Server
Node2

Replicate Application Data

Node2 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node1

Node1 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node2

 

Resource Kit 

A CA EEM Failover Resource Kit is available to simplify the CA EEM configuration required to setup 

DataStore replication. This kit can be downloaded from the following link: 

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/0/common/impcd/r11/Catalyst/doc/EEM_Failover.zip 

The CA EEM Failover Resource Kit performs several validation tests, including verifying that the CA EEM 

Application Instance exists, that CA EEM is installed, that the backend server is pingable, and others.  

However, it does not define trusts between CA EEM Servers or add trustedroots. These steps need to be 

done through the CA EEM GUI. Details are provided in Chapter 3. 

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/0/common/impcd/r11/Catalyst/doc/EEM_Failover.zip
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Clustering CA IT PAM Orchestrators 

If CA EEM is configured as Highly Available but the application using CA EEM (CA IT PAM, in this case) is 

not also configured as Highly available, this can have a significant impact as well if the application fails.  

Following is an example of clustering for CA IT PAM Orchestrators.  For more information on installing and 

configuring an external load balancer, such as Apache, to make CA IT PAM Primary Domain Orchestrators 

and Cluster Node Domain Orchestrator Highly Available see the CA IT PAM Best Practices for Continuous 

and High Availability. This document is available from the CA IT PAM Best Practices pages (see 

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/0/common/impcd/r11/Catalyst/ITPAM_Frame_sc.htm)  

In the following example, the Primary Domain Orchestrator and cluster node Domain Orchestrator are 

configured to use CA EEM Server Node1. If Node1 server is unavailable, CA EEM requests are 

automatically routed over to the backend CA EEM Server on Node2. Since the CA EEM application data 

(for example, policies, and the ITPAMAdmins groups) is replicated, the impact on CA IT PAM will be 

minimal. 

External Active Directory

EEM Server
Node 1

EEM Server
Node2

Replicate Application Data

Node2 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node1

Node1 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node2

External Load Balancer

Primary 
Domain 

Orchestrator

Cluster Node 
Domain 

Orchestrator

Primary Domain Orchestrator and 
Cluster Node Domain Orchestrator will 
use NODE1  EEM Server . If Node1 fails, 
EEM requests  will be routed over to 
NODE2. Data on Node1 and Node2 is 
synchronized
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This chapter outlines the steps required to implement CA EEM Failover.  Here you can see the architecture 

that is used: 

 

External Active Directory External Active Directory

EEM Server
Node 1

EEM Server
Node2

Replicate Application Data

Node2 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node1

Node1 specified as BackEnd 
Server for Node2

External Load Balancer

Primary 
Domain 

Orchestrator

Cluster Node 
Orchestrator

Primary Domain Orchestrator and 
Cluster Node Orchestrator will use 
NODE1  EEM Server . If Node1 fails, EEM 
requests  will be routed over to NODE2. 
Data on Node1 and Node2 is 
synchronized

Install Step 
1

Install Step 
2

Install Step 
3

Install Step 
4

Install  Steps 
6 , 7 & 8

Install Step 
9

Install Step 
10

Install Step 
11

Install Step 
5

Install Step 
5
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Following is an overview of the procedures that will be used to implement CA EEM Failover: 

1. Install CA EEM on Node1 

2. Create CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance using the safex command. 

3. Install CA EEM on Node2 

4. Create CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance using the safex command.  

5. Configure CA EEM on both nodes to Use External Directory 

6. Define EEM Trusts between Node1 and Node2.  

7. Configure EEM TrustedRoots for Node1 and Node2. 

8. Use the Resource Kit to configure DataStore replication and CA EEM failover. 

9. Install Load Balancer 

10. Install CA IT PAM Primary Domain Orchestrator 

11. Install Cluster Node CA IT PAM Domain Orchestrator 

Step 1: Install CA EEM on Node1 

If you intend to setup CA EEM failover or DataStore replication, then you must install CA EEM on two or 

more servers. It is recommended each of these CA EEM servers be at the same version level and include 

the same CA EEM Application Instances, such as “ITPAM”.  For the purposes of our example we are using 

“Node1” to refer to the Primary node and “Node2” to refer to the backend node. 

Note: If you plan to use an existing CA EEM implementation, verify the release level that has been 

installed. The CA EEM release provided on the CA IT PAM r3.0 installation media is r8.4.244.  If you are 

currently using an earlier version of CA EEM you should consider upgrading to that level. The CA EEM 

failover tests documented here were based on both CA EEM Servers running at r8.4.244. 

If you are installing a new version of CA EEM, then you should first check the CA Support site and 

download the latest version of CA EEM. 

To install CA EEM do the following: 

1. Drill into CD2\EEM of the CA IT PAM installation media:  
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2. Execute the following command 

Win32_8.4.244.exe 

The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Welcome dialog will appear: 

 

3. Click Next to proceed. 

4. When prompted to provide the Destination folder, specify the location on the local drive: 
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5. Click Next 

 

The Eiam Admin password dialog will appear. 

6. Provide and confirm the Eiam Admin password and click Next. 

Important! Ensure that the same EiamAdmin password is specified on ALL CA EEM Server Nodes. 

7. Provide the JRE location and click Next. 
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CA EEM requires JRE.  If JRE is not already installed on the CA EEM node you can download it from the 

following location: 

http://www.java.com/en/download 

If you are unsure of the JRE location, then review following registry entry  

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\JavaSoft\Java Runtime Environment 

This will show all JRE releases installed on the server. Select the latest one and drill into the JavaHome 

key. That is what you need to specify as “JAVA_HOME location”. 

For example, here you can see that JRE 1.6.0_05 is installed at under “C:\Program 

Files\Java\jre1.6.0_05” 

http://www.java.com/en/download
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8. Click Next to proceed.   

Several CA EEM subcomponents will be installed.   

9. Repeat these steps to install CA EEM on Node2. 

Step 2: Define the CA EEM “ITPAM” Application Instance 

Once CA EEM has been installed, the next step is to define the CA EEM “ITPAM” Application Instance. This 

needs to be defined on all CA EEM Servers. To create the ITPAM Application Instance do the following: 

1. Change directory to CA IT PAM <cd2>:\EEM 

2. Copy the ITPAM_eem.xml file from <cd2>:\EEM folder to your \iTechnology directory.  The default 

location is: 

C:\ProgramFiles\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology 

 

System Environment variable IGW_LOC can also be used to get to that location  

 

Cd /d %IGW_LOC% 

3. Change directory to the \iTechnology directory and execute the safex command. 

Safex –h %COMPUTERNAME” –u EiamAdmin –p <your EiamAdmin Password> -f CA 

ITPAM_eem.xml 

When the safex command is executed it will create the CA EEM “ITPAM” Application Instance as well 

as the CA ITPAMcert.p12 certificate in your \iTechnology directory. 
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Note: The example above is from CA IT PAM r2.2 which includes additional data, such as policies, in 

the ITPAM_eem.xml file..CA IT PAM r3.0 also includes additional data, such as updated policies for 

the ConfigBrowser class. 

Review the number of objects Added or Modified. If the ITPAM Application Instance was previously 

created then the numbers will vary.  If the Total number of objects added is “0”, this means that the 

safex command has been run before. If that is not the case, please check for any parsing errors. 

Verify the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance  

To confirm that the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance has been added do the following: 

1. Launch the CA EEM UI 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam/eiam.csp 

2. Select “ITPAM” from Application drop down menu: 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam/eiam.csp
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3. Enter the EiamAdmin password you specified during the CA EEM install and click Log In. 

The CA EEM Home page will be displayed. 

 

4. Select the Manage Identities Tab. 

5. Select the Group tab 

6. Verify “ITPAMAdmins” and “ITPAMUsers” application Groups are displayed 
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Step 3: Install CA EEM on Node2 

Install CA EEM on Node 2 using the procedures listed earlier in Step 1.Repeat as needed for all additional 

nodes on which CA EEM is to be installed. 

Step 4: Define the CA EEM “ITPAM” Application Instance for Node2 

Define the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance on Node 2 using the procedures listed earlier in Step 2. 

Repeat as needed for additional nodes on which CA EEM is installed. 

Step 5: Configuring CA EEM to Use External Directory 

To enable CA IT PAM clients to use external usernames and passwords, you need to configure CA EEM to 

use external directories. To do this, do the following: 

1. Launch the CA EEM UI 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam/eiam.csp 

The login dialog will display.  

2. Select <Global> application, enter your EiamAdmin password and click Login. 

3. Select the Configure Tab. 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam/eiam.csp
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4. Select the EEM Server subtab: 

 

5. Select Global Users / Global Groups: 

 

6. Select the Reference from an external directory option and select the appropriate external directory 

from the Type drop down menu.    
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For example, here it shows the “Microsoft Active Directory” is selected.  

 

7. Provide the necessary BaseDN and UserDN details which can be obtained from LDAP administrator. 

8. Click Save to save changes 

9. Review the Status and ensure that External directory bind succeeded is checked. If this is not the case 

then the BaseDN, UserDN or password you provided is not correct. 

10. Repeat the configuration on all other CA EEM nodes using same configuration details on each of 

them. 

Now that CA EEM has been installed on the necessary nodes, the next step is to configure it for failover. 

Step 6: Establishing a Trust Relationship Between the CA EEM Servers 

In order to support failover between CA EEM servers you need to establish a trusted relationship between 

them. If this is not done, the cluster Node Domain will reject the request with an “Invalid user or 

password” error.  To do this:  

1. Logon to the first CA EEM Node (“Node1”).  In our example, this is “DAWYA01V1”. 

2. Change to the \iTechnology directory. By default this is:    
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C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology 

For example: 

CD /D  %IGW_LOC%  

3. Take a backup of the iControl.conf file 

Copy iControl.conf iControl.conf_org 

4. Configure Node1  (DAWYA01V1) to trust the backend CA EEM node (“Node2” – or, in our example, 

“DAWYA01V5”) by adding a trust through the EIAM Spin GUI.  To do this: 

a. Launch the Eiam Spin GUI by executing: 

https://localhost:5250/spin 

b. SelectiTech Administrator and click Go 

 

c. Login to Spin by clicking the Login link (next to your <hostname> (Login)):  

 

d. Provide your Windows credentials.   

 

https://localhost:5250/spin
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The  credentials you provide must be valid to access the other CA EEM Servers for which the 

trust needs to be set up. 

Tip! Ensure that the Host button is selected – not iAuthority! 

If you do not have Windows credentials with administrative rights, you can login as 

iAuthority using with username EiamAdmin and the password you specified during the CA 

EEM install.  In this case ensure that the iAuthority button is selected and not Host. This will 

also let you define Trusts and TrustedRoots. 

Note: See Chapter 4: “Gotchas” for recommendations if you are have trouble logging in. 

e. Click the Configure tab and add the CA EEM Servers to be trusted under the “Trust Another 

iAuthority” field: 

 

For example, for the Node1 (DAWYA01V1), enter details for Node2 (DAWYA01V5).  For the 

CA EEM Server on Node2 (DAWYA01V5), enter the details for Node1 (DAWYA01V1).  

f. Click the Trust button. 

In our example, Node1 (DAWYA01V1) will start trusting sessions from Node2 (DAWYA01V5).  
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5. Confirm that the trust has been correctly setup by going to the \iTechnology directory and using 

Notepad to open the iControl.conf file and locate the <TrustedKey host> value.  For example: 

<TrustedKey host="DAWYA01V5" 

name="DAWYA01V5">MIGJAoGBAMtFRjrKZueAVv6TGXbcrJmCX+YbztIJBcOryzSxZE6KRo9t

1sG3OhYFCLhsHI3WIj0h4JFfMxaFInzBL+IMuoIfL5Xayz8JZssQfWiZ7ZFnao6RanJjMaind

c+7ygp5hSNecesuohjLXPTnrXuOUzfQ0uQd15TcYMilnAMockhDAgMBAAE=</TrustedKey>   

6. Logon to Node2 (DAWYA01V5) 

7. Repeat steps 2 to 5 to configure Node2 (DAWYA01V5) to trust Node1 (DAWYA01V1) by adding a 

Trust for Node 1 through the EIAM Spin UI.  

8. Repeat as needed for all other CA EEM BackEnd servers. 

Step 7: Define TrustedRoots for CA EEM Servers 

The next step is to define TrustedRoots for the CA EEM Servers.  This is also done using the CA EEM Spin 

GUI, however, if you are unable to login to Spin, you can set this manually as well. For additional 

information on how to configure TrustedRoots manually, review “Manually Configure TrustedRoots for CA 

EEM Backend Servers” later in this guide. 

The following steps describe how to define TrustedRoots between CA EEM Server Node1 (DAWYA01V1) 

and CA EEM Server Node2 (DAWYA01V5) 

1. Logon on Node1 (DAWYA01V1)  

2. Map to the iTechnology directory on your Node2 (DAWYA01V5) drive.  

By default this is C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology. 

3. Login to Spin as before 

a. Launch the Eiam Spin GUI by executing: 

https://localhost:5250/spin 

b. Select iTech Administrator and click Go 

 

c. Login to Spin by clicking the Login link (next to your <hostname> (Login)):  

https://localhost:5250/spin
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d. Provide your Windows credentials.   

      

 

If you are unable to login using valid Windows credentials then select the iAuthority option, enter 

“Eiamdmin” as User Name and provide the EiamAdmin password you specified during the CA EEM install. 
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4. Click the iAuthority tab 

 

The “Label” column lists the CA EEM Servers for which trustedroot has been setup. In the example 

above, only the localhost (“myself”) is displayed which means that trustedroot for Node2 

(dawya01v5) is not setup.  

5. Verify that the trustedroot for CA EEM Server Node2 (DAWYA01V5) is not already defined. 

If it is not defined, provide a Label and PEM Certificate file details.   

For example:  
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The PEM Certificate File is the rootcer.cer file and the location specified must be from the Node2 

mapped drive (<mapped drive>:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology). 

6. Click Add Trusted Root 

 

In the example above you can see that the trustedroot for DAWYA01V5 has been added. 

7. Stop / Restart iGateway service 

8. Logon to Node2 (DAWYA01V5) 

9. Add TrustedRoot details for Node1 (DAWYA01V1) by repeating steps 2-7 for Node1 

Manually Configure TrustedRoots for CA EEM Backend Servers 

Use the procedures provided in this section only if you are unable to login to Spin. In some circumstances, 

Spin login to Host / iAuthority is rejected with invalid username or password. 

In the following examples, Node1 is represented as “DAWYA01V1” and Node2 as “DAWYA01V5”. 

1. Logon to Node2 (DAWYA01V5) and map the \iTechnology drive on Node1 (DAWYA01V1):  

Net use * \\dawya01v1\C$ 

2. Shutdown the iTechnology Gateway Sevice on both CA EEM nodes Node1 , Node2: 

file://dawya01v1/C$
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3. Change directory to the iTechnology directory on Node2(DAWYA01V5). For example: 

cd /d %IGW_LOC% 

4. Use Notepad to open the iAuthority.conf file on Node1. This should be from the mapped drive. The 

default location is: 

<mapped drive>:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology 

5. Locate the following <TrustedRoot label=” value. 

For example: 

 

In this example you can see that the value is: 

<TrustedRoot label=”myself” alladmin=”false”> 
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6. Copy the text beginning with the TrustedRoot label  up to and including </TrustedRoot> into your 

Node2(DAWYA01V5) iAuthority.conf file local drive.  The default location is:  

C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology 

The lines to be included are: 

<TrustedRoot label=”myself”… 

… 

… 

------END CERTIFICATE ------- 

</TrustedRoot> 

7. Change the value specified for TrustedRoot label in the copied lines from  “myself” to 

“Node1”(DAWYA01V1). 

In the following example you can see TrustedRoot tags for both nodes. Label “myself” refers to the 

local node which, in this case, is Node2. The label for the Backend CA EEM Node1 node is shown as 

“DAWYA01V1” and entry is copied from Node1 iAuthority.conf. 

 

8. Save the Node2(DAWYA01V5) iAuthority.conf file. 

9. Repeat steps 4-8 to update the Node1 iAuthority.conf file with the trustedroot from the Node2 

iAuthority.conf file. In this case the “myself” label should be changed to “Node2” (DAWYA01V5) 

10. Start the iTechnology Gateway service on both nodes 

11. Stop CA Directory Services on both nodes.  To do this execute the following: 

Dxserver stop all 

Ssld stop all 
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12. Restart CA Directory Services on both nodes by executing the following: 

Ssld start all 

Dxserver start all 

 

Step 8: Use the Resource Kit to Configure CA EEM Data Store Replication 

When multiple CA EEM Servers are installed it is a good idea to synchronize the CA EEM Data Store so 

that, when a new CA IT PAM application user is added, that user is replicated on the other CA EEM Server 

nodes.  A Resource Kit is available to assist in this process. This kit can be downloaded from the CA IT PAM 

Best Practices section of the Implementation Best Practices page: 

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/0/common/impcd/r11/Catalyst/ITPAM_Frame_sc.htm 

To setup Data Store Replication in a Microsoft Cluster environment using the Resource Kit, do the 

following: 

1. Download the CA EEM Data Store replication kit and copy it to a local drive: 
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2. Double-click setupEEM.hta 

 

The Welcome dialog appears. 

3. Click the CA EEM HA Setup link. 

 

A message appears asking if you would like to continue with the configuration. 

4. Click Yes.  

The Resource Kit will verify that the CA EEM is installed and the CA EEM directory services are active.  

Note: If CA EEM is not installed, an error message will be displayed.  If the ITPAM Application Instance 

is not created or if CA EEM directory services are not active, the configuration will not continue. 

If the CA IT PAM Application Instance exists and the required CA EEM directory services are active, 

you will see following screen 
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If CA EEM is not installed, you will see the following message  

 

The setup will abort and the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance will not be created. 

 If the CA EEM directory services are not active, the configuration will not continue. 

If CA EEM is installed but the CA IT PAM Application Instance is not created or if CA EEM services are 

not active then you will see the following messages and setup will be aborted: 

 

13. If the CA IT PAM Application Instance exists and the required CA EEM directory services are active you 

will be prompted to provide the name of the EEM BackEnd Server node.  For example: 
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5. Enter the name of the CA EEM Node2 (“dawya01v5” in our example) and click OK 

 

The Resource Kit will validate that node is pingable.  If it is not, the following error will be generated: 

 

If the CA EEM Server node is pingable, you will be prompted to confirm that the node should be 

added as the BackEnd server and should also participate in DataStore replication.  For example: 
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6. If you have already created the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance on Node2, click Yes to add  

Node2 as the Backend Server. 

 

If there are no more nodes to add, simply click OK. 

7. The required updates will be made to setup DataStore replication and EEM failover.  

 

If the configuration updates have been previously carried out, it will generate the following message 

and setup will be aborted. 
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8. Click OK to restart services 

 

CA EEM Failover setup has now been successfully setup on Node 1. However, the failover or 

replication is not yet ready for use until the same configuration is carried out on Node2 as well. 

9. Repeat the same for all other CA EEM Server nodes on that cluster. 

Step 9: Install Load Balancer 

Install the Apache Load Balancer. For detailed instruction review document CA IT PAM Best Practices for 

Continuous and High Availability. 

Step 10: Install CA IT PAM 

You are now ready to install the CA IT PAM Primary Domain Orchestrator.   To do this: 

1. Install and configure the Apache Load Balancer (see previous step)  

2. Logon on to the server where CA IT PAM Primary Domain Orchestrator is to be installed.   

3. Install CA IT PAM Primary Domain Orchestrator. 

a. Ensure Load Balancer is configured for use.  

b. Specify Node1 for the Load Balancer worker node. This definition must match the worker 

node specified in the Load Balancer configuration file worker.properties 
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Load Balancer Worker Node details are defined in the Load Balancer workers.properties 

files: 

worker.node1.port=8009 

worker.node1.host=<nodename_of_primary_Domain_Orchestrator> 

worker.node1.type=ajp13 

worker.node1.lbfactor=1 

Specify the EEM Security Settings for the CA ITPAM Domain. For example: 
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In CA ITPAM r2.2 and above you can specify  multiple CA EEM servers using a comma to 

separate each value (see example above). This feature is not available in earlier releases of 

CA ITPAM.  

Note: If you are sharing CA EEM Servers with other applications which do not accept 

specification of multiple CA EEM servers  as part of their CA EEM configuration, then you 

should consider installing CA EEM servers on a physical cluster such Microsoft Cluster 

Services.  

Important! If you specified multiple CA EEM nodes separated by a comma “Test EEM 

Settings” will only test the first CA EEM node in that list.  If the subsequent CA EEM nodes in 

the list are not online or are not correctly configured, this will not be reflected by the  “Test 

EEM Setting” results. To test these nodes, change the order of the CA EEM Servers listed  

and click Test EEM Settings again.  For example, if you previously specified “Node1,Node2”, 

change to “Node2,Node1” and click Test EEM Settings.  
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Step 11: Installing the Cluster Node Domain Orchestrator 

To install the Domain Orchestrator on the Cluster node, do the following: 

1. Logon to server where the CA IT PAM cluster node Domain Orchestrator will be installed. 

2. Select “Install Cluster Node for Domain Orchestrator” from under the Installation heading in the left 

hand pane and click the Install button. 

 

This will take you into the 3
rd

 party installer setup. 
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3. Click Next to proceed. 

4. When prompted, specify Destination folder details and click Next: 

 

5. Check the 3
rd

 Party prerequisites and click Next: 
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6. When the 3
rd

 Party Install is completed, insert the CA IT PAM installation media or check the Use 

Domain checkbox to obtain the contents of the CA ITPAM installer  from Primary Domain 

Orchestrator. 

 

7. Click Finish. 

8. Configure CA ITPAM to use the Load Balancer from the Setup dialog: 
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Note: The value specified for the Load Balance Worker Node must match your Load Balancer entries 

in the worker.properties file. 

# Load-balancing behavior 

worker.Primaryloadbalancer.type=lb 

worker.Primaryloadbalancer.balance_workers=node2,node1  

worker.Primaryloadbalancer.sticky_session=1 

worker.Primaryloadbalancer.retries=1 

Note: The value specified for Public Host Name is your Load Balancer Host Name. 

Click Next to proceed.  The Company details dialog appears. 

9. Company Names details will be inherited from Primary Domain Orchestrator.  Click Next to proceed. 

The General Properties dialog appears. 

 

Provide the necessary details and click Next: 

10. The Security Setting will be inherited from the Primary Domain.   
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Click Next to proceed. 

11. CA EEM details will be inherited from the Primary Domain. 

 

Click Next to proceed. 
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12. Database and Reporting Database settings will be inherited from Primary Domain: 

 

Click Next to proceed. 

13. Click Finish  
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14. Once the install is completed, verify that CA EEM works by logging onto the CA IT PAM Client. 

15. Shutdown CA EEM Server Node1 and verify that you are able to still login to the CA IT PAM Client 

Cluster Node Domain Orchestrator installation is  complete. You should now be able to test your load 

balancer.   

Logging on to the CA IT PAM Client  

When the CA IT PAM client is launched, it must be addressed using the loadbalancer.  In our example this 

is reached through the virtual node.  For example: 

http://<VMCLUSTER>/ITPAM 

where <VMCLUSTER> is the load balancer node name.   

To identify the Domain Orchestrator to which the request has been routed by the load balancer do the 

following: 

1. Login to the CA IT PAM Client. 

2. Select “About CA IT PAM” in the left hand pane and compare the Server ID listed in the  ServerID 

details  against the value specified in the NodeConfiguration.properties file. This file resides in 

\Program Files\CA IT PAM\server\c2o\.config.  

For example, here you can see that the Hostname is also displayed since the copyright.jsp has been 

modified to display nodename for this test. 
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This will help you identify which Domain Orchestrator the loadbalancer has routed the request to. 

Consider the Server ID listed in the above example.  Compare this to the entry in the following 

NodeConfigurations.properties file: 

 

CA IT PAM EEM Settings 

When you install the Primary CA IT PAM Domain (the first Domain that is installed is considered the 

“Primary Domain”) you will be prompted to provide CA EEM details. For example: 

 

When the safex command is executed, it will create Itpamcert.p12 for the CA EEM ITPAM Application 

Instance. This will be created in the \iTechnology directory. The CA EEM Certificate Password is whatever 

is specified in the CA IT PAM_eex.xml file. The default is ”itpamcertpass” 
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Here you can see the contents of itapm_eex.xml file: 

 

For the secondary Domain install this will be inherited from Primary. For example: 
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Chapter 3: Synchronize CA EEM 

Application Instances  
This chapter provides information on how to backup   Application Instance data so that it can be exported 

to another CA EEM server in the event the  primary EEM server is down or to set up Disaster Recovery 

(DR). 

When CA EEM failover is configured through the Resource Kit, Application Instance data is automatically 

replicated between multiple CA EEM Server Nodes. However, if CA EEM Failover was configured after 

updates were made to the CA IT PAM Application Instance then you need to synchronize the CA EEM 

Backend server.  Note that DataStore replication only replicates data that changes. It will not synchronize 

any changes that occurred prior to CA EEM failover setup. 

If you have not set up CA EEM failover and you plan to use another CA EEM Server for DR - or for any 

other reason - then you need to ensure that the CA IT PAM Application Instance is created on the DR 

Server and that the trustedroot has been set up on the DR server for the primary CA EEM Server.  

The following Backup and Restore procedures document the steps to restore the CA EEM data but will not 

register / define any Application Instance. Thus, the CA EEM application must be registered prior to 

restoring the data. In addition, the backup procedure backs up the iPoz for the server. This includes other 

Application Instances that may are registered on the primary CA EEM server. 

Backup and Restore CA EEM Application Instances 

Backup 

To backup the CA EEM databases (Application Instances) do the following: 

1. Download the toolkit to your EEM Server.  For example: C:\EEM_Failover. 

2. Change to the \Bin subdirectory.  For example:  

Cd EEM_Failover\Bin 

3. Execute the supplied EEM_BackupRestore script using “Backup” as the first argument.  For example: 

EEM_BackupRestore Backup 

This script will temporarily stop CA EEM Directory Services, backup the CA EEM database and restart the 

Directory Services. 

Restore 

To restore the CA EEM databases on a different server - for example, to restore EEM Server Node1 to 

Node2 - do the following: 
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Note: If CA EEM Server Node1 is configured to use External Directory, Node2 should also be configured 

accordingly. Ensure External Directory is extracted and ready for use prior to restore. If CA EEM Server 

Node1 is configured to use External Directory and Node2 is not, then user policies that are restored may 

appear as orphaned users 

1. Define Trust 

2. Define TrustedRoots for Node1 

a. Login EEM Node2 server 

b. Map to Node1 iTechnology Drive 

c. Login to EEM Spin  using iAuthority 

d. Define TrustedRoot for Node1 using Rootcer.cer from Mapped drive 

e. Specify Label as “Node1”.  In the following example, this is “DAWYA01V1” 

 

In this example, TrustedRoot for CA EEM Server Node1 (DAWYA01V1) is added as it does not 

exist. 

Here you can see the TrustedRoot for CA EEM Server Node1 (DAWYA01V1) has been defined 

to enable use of restored data from Node1 in Node2 
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For a detailed description on how to define TrustedRoots review Chapter 3 – Step 7. 

3. Backup CA EEM from Node1.  To do this execute the following command: 

EEM_BackupRestore Backup 

4. Verify CA EEM is installed on Node2 

5. Verify that the CAEEM ITPAM Application Instance is created.  

If it is not, create /register the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance by executing the safex command. 

For additional information see “Step 2: Define the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance” in Chapter 2. 

6. Map a drive to where the \EEM_Failover directory resides on Node1. This is the directory to which 

the resource kit was downloaded and from where the eem_BackupRestore command was executed 

to backup the CA EEM Database. 

7. Change to that directory.  For example:  

CD /D <Mapped Drive>:\EEM_Failover 

8. Execute the following command:   

EEM_BackupRestore Restore 

The script executed by this command will stop Directory Services, restore the CA EEM database and 

restart the Directory Services and display restore statistics 

9. Reconfigure CA IT PAM to use the CA EEM instance on to Node2.  

See the   “Updating the CA EEM Backend Server” section for additional information. 

If you do not wish to use the script, then you can dump and load the CA EEM database using the following 

commands: 

dxdumpdb -f <backup file lid filename>  iTechPoz-%COMPUTERNAME%  

dxloaddb -v -s -O iTechPoz-%COMPUTERNAME%  < backup file lid filename >   
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Updating the CA EEM Backend Server 

If you have not configured CA EEM failover and were forced to change the CA IT PAM EEM server (for 

example, in the case of DR), then you will have to manually update the CA EEM Backend Server.  This can 

be done in several ways: 

■ Through the CA IT PAM client, if  you are able to login to it 

■ By reconfiguring the  installation 

■ By updating the  domain.xml. Note: This option should be last resort. 

Update CA EEM Backend using CA IT PAM Client 

If you are able to login to the CA IT PAM Client, then you update the CA EEM backend under the Security 

Settings  for the Domain.  For example: 

 

Once the changes are saved, stop and re-start the CA IT PAM Orchestrator Window Service. When it 

restarts, it will use the new CA EEM server. 

Reconfigure Existing Installation 

If you are unable to login to the CA IT PAM client, then you can reconfigure the installation by doing the 

following: 

1. Login to the primary domain installer server. 

2. Stop the CA IT PAM Orchestrator service if it is running. 

3. Execute the following command from the  $installationDir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/thirdParty 

directory: 
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CA_ITPAM_Domain_windows.exe 

4. Select Configure Existing Installation and click Next. 

 

5. Modify the CA  EEM server settings as required. 

Update domain.xml 

If you are unable to login to the CA IT PAM Client or run reconfigure, you can manually update the 

domain.xml file to make these change, however, this should only be considered as a last resort.  . If you 

do decide to make changes to the domain.xml it is highly recommended that you first take a backup copy 

of the file so that it can be quickly restored if needed. 

 The domain.xml file is located in the following directory: 

\Program Files\ITPAM\server\c2o\.config\  

Using Notepad, open the file and locate the <SecurityProperties> “macroVal” value.  Update this value to  

point to the new CA EEM server. Similarly, just below macroVal there should be a value tag. Update that 

tag as well to reflect the new CA EEM Server.  
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Important! There are two sets of <SecurityProperties> and it is important that you update both of them.  

If the Domain Orchestrator was in Locked status, then it may revert back to the old settings.  

Once the changes are saved, restart the CA IT PAM Orchestrator. Windows Service to pick the new 

Sercurity changes. 

Here you can see the CA IT PAM Orchestrator has connected to the new CA EEM Server but the login has 

failed as TrustedRoot was not defined. 

 

Once the TrustedRoot is defined the login will work. 
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Chapter 4: Gotchas 
This chapter identifies several common problems that you may encounter during configuration. 

To define the CA EEM Server trust, you have to login to the CA EEM GUI – iTechnology Page. 

 

If you provide valid Domain credentials (with the “Host” radio button selected) but continue to  receive a 

"Failed - Try again" error message it is likely the result of corrupted public and private keys stored in the 

"icontrol.conf" file.  To remedy this, do the following: 

1. Stop “CA iTechnology iGateway 4.x”   

2. Change to the \iTechnology directory. By default this is:    

C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology 

3. Make a backup copy of the icontrol.conf file. 

4. Open the icontrol.conf for editing and remove the "Public" and "Private" key tags. 

5. Restart “CA iTechnology iGateway 4.x” service. 

Here you can see the contents of iControl.cnf with the “PublicKey" and "PrivateKey" tags highlighted: 
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If you have correctly configured trusted servers and shared trusted roots but you are still unable to login 

to the CA IT PAM thin client with valid credentials this could be because the CA EEM ITPAM Application 

instance was created from different host. To verify the install host of the ITPAM Application Instance do 

the following: 

1. Login to the CA EEM GUI 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam 

2. Select <Global> from the Application Instance drop down and specify  “EiaAdmin” as userid and its 

password 

3. Click the Configure tab and then select CA IT PAM. This will display the Install Host as shown below 

 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam
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If the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance is incorrectly configured, or if you wish to remove CA EEM, then 

you will need to delete the ITPAM Application Instance. This is also necessary if the CA EEM ITPAM 

Application Instance exists and you need to execute  the safex command as the command will fail 

otherwise. In that case, you will have to delete the ITPAM Application Instance first and then execute the 

safex command to recreate it along with the certificate file. 

To delete the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance do the following: 

1. Login to the CA EEM GUI by launching the following URL: 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam 

2. Select the <Global> Application Instance from the drop down list and specify “EiaAdmin” as userid 

and its password 

3. Select the Configure tab and then select ITPAM from the list of Applications. 

4. Click Unregister.  

 

This will delete the CA EEM ITPAM Application Instance. 

CA EEM Failover Detection 

To determine if CA EEM failover has taken place, review the eiam.javasdk.log file. This file is located in the 

“Program Files\CA IT PAM\server\c2o\log\” directory. 

Prior to failover, there is will be a timeout when a login is requested.  For example: 

https://localhost:5250/spin/eiam
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This timeout will then trigger a response to attach to the Backend CA EEM server as shown below 

 

As you can see in the example above, it failed to establish connection with the primary CA EEM 

server and re-attached connection to the Backend Server. 

If both CA EEM servers were down, then login will fail. 


